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>>> Klick Hier <<<
New Online Blackjack Strategy Trainer. This is the new mobile friendly blackjack strategy trainer. The

Blackjack Strategy Trainer is a free blackjack game that teaches basic strategy while you play. If you find
any bugs please leave a comment below! Your feedback is greatly appreciated. For mobile users in

particular, please click on the full screen button (found at the top right of the game) for the best
experience. ( 53 votes, average: 3.85 out of 5) Loading. $3,000 Welcome Bonus. $25 Free Bet. $25
Free Bet. 64 Comments. Oldest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. View all comments. dennis henley. 4
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months ago. Best trainer going.If you want to learn how to play the right way this is it.Thank you so much.
5 months ago. nearly every time the dealer shows a face card or 10 it draws to a 20. 10 months ago.

App appears to be broken – stops when you press the “play” button, but sits there with the shoe empty
and goes no further (see attached Screen/shot) Have tried FF/Chrome, cleared browser cache, no fix. 9
months ago. I see it’s fixed now – Thanks! 1 year ago. the game lets ya double twice if you click twice on

ddouble LOL. 1 year ago. wish you would let us play on split aces like a casino does. i feel robbed, it
loses all the fun. Peter Kearney-Argow. 11 months ago. you get to set the rules yourself, just play split

aces. 1 year ago. why did the V2 trainer advise surrender w double 6s vs dealer ace? 1 year ago. This is
helping me count! 1 year ago. SHITTY GAME DEALLER GOT 18 AND ABOVE 15 STRAIGHT HANDS
TRASHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. Peter Kearney-Argow. 11 months ago. Sounds
reasonable. It happens in real life too! Michael E Johnson. 1 year ago. Which casino is known for the

highest player limit per hand, and/or “no limit” per hand? 1 year ago. i do pretty good. Fausto J Garofalo
Jr. 3 years ago. By using the Blackjack Trainer daily, I progressed from a $5.00 a hand player to a high
stakes player. I have won as much as $35,000 and on my monthly visits leave ahead in winings. I have
been able to learn all the basic strategies mentally and apply them when mplaying. BeanoMagetti. 26
days ago. If you’re playing by blackjack rules, you’re going to eventually lose. You’re winnings are the

result of luck, not this strategy. This is the best trainer going for sure, but you’re eventually going to lose if
you play by these strategies. If you could win simply playing these odds, the casinos would change the
rules. 3 years ago. Thank you so much for having this site and maintaining it. Some of the rounds are

really tough and that’s really good. From that I’ve learned money management, watching for clusters and
my basic strategy is 100%. I’ve learned that this can be a grind but it gave me the confidence to hit a few

casinos in my area… I know my seat position, time of day, tells and sometimes I’ll play two hands to
move the rotation if someone else is getting all the cards. I don’t know if moving the rotation works but I

have gotten a few Black Jack’s ..lol I’m definitely up at the casinos and will see if the love keeps me
going back…On a side note not all casinos are created equal, one place 90 mins north of Toronto pulls

out preshuffed decks… very, very sketchy. Others have the shuffling machine just below the table surface
and transfer the cards manually into a shoe. I asked if they could wash the cards and hand shuffle but
they wouldn’t do it. Saying it was a time thing and against their policy. So I told them my policy was to
play somewhere else and I do. If a casino is literally not above board, cards not in sight 100% of the

time… avoid! Thanks again for all the information.. for me this is place really helps. 
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